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Incremental Return on 
Ad Spend

 $3:1
Lapsed Guests Returned 

within 90 Days: 

45%
Purchases from 

New Guests: 

+200K

SUCCESS STORY

A&W: Driving new and returning 
guests to increase same-store sales

The goal
Iconic brand A&W sought to stay true to their heritage while also 

shepherding their marketing  rmly into the digital age. Their goal was 

to increase same-store sales with a solution that drove measurable 

results for their franchisees.

 

TThe results
By implementing an annual campaign with Cardlytics, Clarks won new 

customers, drove measurable revenue, and ultimately grew its overall 

customer base in focus markets. 

How we did it
HHistorically, A&W focused their marketing on local franchisee support, 

with a few national print circulars each year. To strengthen their 

national marketing eeorts, A&W wanted a more precise and 

data-driven digital strategy. A&W chose Cardlytics as a digital 

marketing partner for their ability to provide meaningful insights into 

guests’ purchase behavior and drive measurable same-store sales. 

BBy analyzing purchase data from partner banks, Cardlytics identi ed 

A&W’s most likely guests based on their restaurant spend. Cardlytics 

then targeted both new and lapsed customers near A&W’s locations 

with personalized oeers in their online banking channels — 

successfully driving them to A&W for their all-American meals.

WWith that same insight into bank transaction data, Cardlytics proved 

the eeectiveness of the campaign with reporting of exact sales impact 

on local markets. There was no need for A&W to estimate 

performance because these were real purchases, made by real people 

who saw ads in Cardlytics’ platform. 

For Liz Bazner, Director of Digital at A&W Restaurants, the results were 

game changing. “Our restaurants are getting signi cant traac from 

Cardlytics,” said Bazner. “Seeing this level of detail — what consumers 

are spending in our restaurants and how much traac that’s driving — 

is groundbreaking.”

In addition, the campaign was easy to execute for all involved. Because 

Cardlytics manages reward ful llment, there is zero lift for the local 

restaurants who operate diverse point-of-sale systems. Just increased 

traac. As a result, the Cardlytics campaign was an easy marketing 

strategy for A&W franchisees to embrace – and continue funding. 

““Cardlytics is now the foundation that we're building everything else 

on,” said Bazner. “We feel con dent that we've got a very solid base 

strategy in place.” 

“Our restaurants are getting signi cant 
traac from Cardlytics. Seeing this 
level of detail — what consumers are 
spending in our restaurants and how 
much traac that’s driving — is 
groundbreaking.”
– Liz Bazner, Director of Digital, A&W Restaurants

“Cardlytics is now the foundation that 
we're building everything else on. We 
feel con dent that we've got a very 
solid base strategy in place. Cardlytics 
has given us peace of mind that we’re 
doing the right things for the brand.”

About A&W
A&W started in 1919, when they served their  rst homemade root beer during a 
homecoming parade for WWI veterans. Over the past century, they’ve made root beer a 
household beverage, invented the bacon cheeseburger, and served delicious, high-quality 
food to countless guests at more than 500 locations across the United States.
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